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ARTICLE OF THE MONTH
I remember a recent conversation with my son. As soon as he came home from school, he took his tablet and started searching for something. In a few minutes, I saw him making a sigh along with a 'yes, so I was right'. Perplexed, I asked what was the matter. He said, "Aah, my dumb teacher!" . I was shocked and reprimanded him for saying such words against his teacher. He apologized and said, "Amma, but she is wrong" . I then asked the details and found that the teacher had given a wrong answer for one of his query in physics. Well, my son is a little ahead of his classmates in terms of his knowledge in electronics and physics. Probably that's why he got upset on the fact that he got wrong information from his teacher. Am sure, he will then start to distrust his teacher the next time onwards. And in some cases, students like him will end up as casual listeners because they know that their teacher is not knowledgeable.

Another instance was when my daughter mentioned casually that she was doing an assignment for the sake of showing it to her teacher who will otherwise crib.

I know, most of you will have many such instances of student's perspectives of a teacher. As I grew up, I also did have several such teachers whom I hated. And ironically we start to hate a subject when we don't like the teacher who teaches the subject. I still remember, one reason why I failed in Maths during my pre-degree (plus two) was because I didn't like the teacher who taught it. I found all her classes boring to the core that I stopped learning and finally flunked in the exam. Later I took help of my own classmates who taught me the principles and then passed the exam.

The role of a teacher thus is not helping the student learn the subject but to help him/ her fall in love with the subject. For which, the student should fall in love with the teacher! Yes, every student should love his /her teacher first in order to love the subject. I may sound a bit off-track, but think deeper. you will get to know what I am trying to say. Ultimately we remember only the teacher who loved us and who cared for us specially than others.

With Google being the teacher of the new generation, I think, there is only one subject every human teacher needs to teach - Humanity. Whichever is the subject a teacher teaches, include the ingredients of love and humanity, I am sure, the student will be transformed.

Yes, become "The Love Teacher" than the mere "The Maths Teacher" or "Science Teacher". 

-Ms.Chandra Vadhana R
A group of widows were identified by Kerala state Backward development corporation and were given sewing machine as a livelihood support system and trained in tailoring. As a next step, they were invited to get an entrepreneurship orientation to start garment units. This happened at the northern most district, Kasargode.

These women will be further guided on setting up the units as a cluster and also in marketing of their products.

We also discussed about the various steps towards entrepreneurship and formed small groups to enable further implementation.
Prayaana is proud to announce the revamp of our website which coincides with our expanding role in providing career support to women in all walks of life. Our new website provides a clear message of who we are, what we stand for and where our values lie when providing help to women in society.

The website was launched by R.J, V.J, Cine Actress Jewel.

We are really proud of the new website and feel it will create the impact you are looking for when you pay us a visit.

Actress Jewel Relaunching the Prayaana Website
Young minds need to be oriented to think big so that they can make an impact in the world.

Project Sparsh of Federal Bank which conducted Personality Development Programs for Plus Two students of their employees.

Concept and Execution : Ms. Chandra Vadhana R.
Founder and CEO, 4TuneFactory
Organiser : The Federal Bank
A session on Communication Skills led by our Master Trainer Sherin Kalathil for a leading IT company in Infopark, Kochi
4TuneFactory trip to Thattekkad

Ms. Parvathy Menon
Project Coordinator
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DO You think you have a great Voice?

Do you dream about becoming an RJ / Voice Artist?

Then come and join our Exclusive One of a Kind Workshop for anyone who wants to be a Voice artist

COME JOIN " THE VOICE MASTERY "

For more details call 8590739393 or stay tuned to our FB page http://www.facebook.com/4tunefactory

DATE: MAY 28-30, 2019
LOCATION: KOCHI
RESUME REBUILDING & INTERVIEW PREPARATION

SPEAKER - Ms. Roschelle Poppan
HR Business Partner Aspen Pharma UAE

C2C WORKSHOP

DUBAI HUB

MAY-11-2019
OFFICE STAFF

A reputed client of ours looking for a Office staff.  
Looking for a fresher / experienced person.  
Salary package- 8-15  
Company profile- builders  
Looking for a female staff.  
Location- Edapally  
Apply to- my4tunejobs@gmail.com  
Contact no- 8590339393  
Last date: may 10th 2019.

OFFICE STAFF CUM ACCOUNTANT

A reputed client of ours looking for a Office staff cum Accountant  
Looking for a fresher / experienced person.  
Salary package- 8-15  
Company profile- security firm  
Looking for a female/male staff.  
Location- palarivattom  
Apply to- my4tunejobs@gmail.com  
Contact no- 8590339393  
Last date: may 10th 2019.
DISTRICT COORDINATOR FOR TRIVANDRUM/THRISSUR/CALICUT FOR PRAYAANA

Act as a local coordinator for Prayaana at each District and work on organizing events / improve memberships etc. Candidate must be willing to travel within the district to visit colleges and for conducting events. Ideal for Smart MSW / MBA freshers. Smart housewives also can take up this role if interested. Salary 10-12k per month. Work from home. Please send resume to joinprayaana@gmail.com with subject : District Coordinator for Prayaana.

FRONT OFFICER + ADMIN CANDIDATE

POSITION : Office Admin for a reputed client of ours. GENDER : FEMALE QUALIFICATION : ANY DEGREE SALARY : 15000 TO 20000 AGE LIMIT: 30-50 LAST DATE TO APPLY: 10-05-2019
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MOMENTS OF THE MONTH
Like our pages to get regular updates

www.facebook.com/4Tunefactory
www.facebook.com/prayaanalabs
www.facebook.com/connectceeevee
www.facebook.com/smilecafeshow

Subscribe to our youtube channel

@PrayaanaLabs
@Connectceeevee

Do share your feedback about insight! We are also inviting articles and contributors. Email to info@4tunefactory.in or call us on any of our phone numbers.